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Man is a sociable creature and embrace likes and dislikes for things around himself. Most of the
people like those things that please them. With regards to clothing, dress shirts have become
popular due to their attractive characteristics. These daysâ€™ shirts have become most common form of
attire and are used by men in their daily life. It is in the human psychology to look superior and
different from the audience. In order to do so many individuals embrace newest modifying trends
and look good in awesome apparel.

Men needs Custom shirts

In past, style and fashion was only attributed with women and men had no link with style and
fashion. Most of the men were against fashion because it was considered as a womanly thing, but in
current epoch men have become more style and fashion conscious. Whether you are working in
financial or Law Company or you are in a position of power or appear on part of company, you may
necessary need to have an attire that reflect professionalism, experience and confidence. In all
circumstances, you will be necessarily required to use high quality dress shirt and pant.

Man is known by his dressing

When referring to top quality dress shirts, only fabric or stitching of shirt is not concerned, but whole
fitting and style of clothing is included. Besides the demand of job to have a perfect dressing, the
general evaluation of work ethics and personality is also based on the way you dress. In realistic
life, you would have seen many men with excellent potential to fulfill the work but their dressing,
color selection and combination, lack of sophistication and decent choice makes them insufficient in
performance. Today's economic condition is in turmoil and in times of economic downturn, any slip
in your performance may cause loss in future.

Need of high quality custom dress shirts

The trend of wearing dress shirts is popular since 18th century but in this era men has adopted
likeness for dress shirts with unique styling and perfect fit. The high demand of shirts with style and
fitting, give surge to custom dress shirts. The trend of ready-made dress shirts has faded away
while custom dress shirts are getting popular every day. The trend of the year 2012 is not significant
one because in the previous year, the fashion and style has already seen a huge surge. In the year
2012, men have seen to be planning to buy less but spend more. This means, they are now looking
more quality, fewer indulgences but better outputs. In the previous years, men have made their
wardrobes and now do not need apparel in bulk. All they need is some high quality clothing, which
will make them distinct from the crowd. Men should try to opt for trendy looking dress shirts with full
customization. Let us see how.

Athletic fit shirts

These days the old trend of wearing baggy shirts and pants is faded away. The trend of today
demands athletic dress shirts, which will help men to expose their well-built muscles. Men have
become fitness conscious and tend to keep good care of their body shape. Well-developed body
shape is exposed only with the custom dress shirts because ready-made shirts in the local market
have standard sizes for people in general. However, custom dress shirts offer full customization
options like, giving the measurements of each body part such as biceps, chest, waist, shoulder, and
sleeve and neck size. Same goes for style as men can easily choose the collar, pocket, placket, and
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yoke, pleats, and cuffs styles.

Cutaway Collar dress shirts

Among dress shirt style, collar is one of the major attributes, which make huge difference in the look
of the shirt and wearer. One of the most famous collars styles these days is cutaway collars. In
cutaway collar, the points of each side spread away from each other, angling back towards the
shoulder. Cutaway collars further have different specifications depending on the designer and the
wearer. Some have less distance between the both points while others have angle pointing
downwards. Tone of the major reason of cutaway collar is that it reveals most of the upper shirt
area. This collar looks trendy with or without tie but having a double knot tie with cutaway collar
gives men the perfect attraction they have been yearning for.
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